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Abstract (en)
[origin: EP2439732A2] SUMMARY Individual protective case or cover for cymbals: individual case for cymbals. Protects the cymbal even when it is
installed on its stand and may be removed without having to remove the cymbal or the nut holding the cymbal to its stand. It is a circular bag made
from any type of fabric, vinyl, leather, plastic or flexible or semi-rigid material, made to fit each cymbal, to protect it. The cover or case has a radial
aperture that runs from the top centre to the bottom centre - passing around the circumference - for accessing the cymbal, covering it completely.
The main feature of this cover or case is that the cymbal can be installed on or removed from its stand, without removing the individual bag or case,
to keep the cymbal protected at all times in particular from human contact. The individual cover or case for cymbals, to which the present invention
relates, is an individual bag or cover for each cymbal that may be used along with any existing type of cymbal case or cymbal case, whether flexible
or rigid and with or without centre guide, without having to remove the individual cymbal cover or case. It is also used to install the cymbals on their
stands or remove them or also as protection when they are not in use thus preventing the cymbals being handled directly and protecting them from
dust and particles.
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